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THE AGENDA FOR THE MEETING
Monday the 19th of September
o Morning programme: Visit to SURPLUS’ work projects at ‘de Forelderij’ and ‘Zenderen’
o Lunch at ‘de Forelderij’
o Afternoon programme: Discuss the defined Work Packages and Activities and Intellectual
Outputs
o Diner
Tuesday the 20th of September
o Morning programme: Discuss the planned Learning Teaching Training (LTT) Activities
o Lunch at ‘DE WISSEL’
o Afternoon programme: Visit to DE WISSEL and visit to Deurningen (Kaamps)
o Diner
Wednesday the 21st of September
o Morning programme: Discuss the project management and implementation activities
o Lunch at headquarters SURPLUS
o Departure
The morning programme is planned from 09.00hrs till 12.00hrs.
The afternoon programme will start after the lunch 13.30hrs till 16.30hrs (at the latest).

MINUTES DAY 1: Monday the 19th of September
The meeting started at 09.00hrs at the headquarters of SUPLUS. After a cup of coffee/tea and a short
introduction, we departed to visit the first work project of SURPLUS in Zenderen called ‘t Vloedbelt.
10.00hrs – 11.00hrs: visit to SURPLUS’ work-project ‘t Vloedbelt
At ‘t Vloedbelt the trajectory supervisor Sander Scholten together with a client provided us with a
tour. Sander told about the target group as well as the different activities that can be executed by
the clients within the work-project, such as wood chopping and working in the vegetable garden.
Both showed some of concrete projects they were working on at the moment (renovation of a trailer
and the production of a fence). After the tour we went to another work-project of SURPLUS at de
Forelderij in Usselo called Kettingreactie (“Chain reaction”).
11.00hrs – 12.00hrs: visit to SURPLUS’ work-project Kettingreactie
SURPLUS’ work-project Kettingreactie is located on a location where tourism and a special target
group are being combined: de Forelderij. At de Forelderij, the trajectory supervisor Judith
Rouwenhorst guided the group around after a short introduction on the location, the target group
and the way they guide the clients. What makes de Forelderij special are amongst others the large
ponds with trout and the restaurant where the clients sell dishes they made from fresh ingredients
coming from the garden next to the restaurant. After the tour we had a lunch together in the
restaurant of de Forelderij.
14.00hrs – 16.30hrs: discuss the defined Work Packages and Activities and Intellectual Outputs
The afternoon programme consisted of a presentation on the defined Work Packages as well as the
Intellectual Outputs. The presentation is attached. Below, an overview is given of the topics
discussed and agreements made.
WP1
o In the first WP a new measurement system will be developed based upon ‘STEM’, ‘Mikken Op
Werk’ and ‘Presentis’. MAJORANA will also bring in knowledge on the European system they are
using at the moment in order to measure and monitor.
o During the next meeting early 2017, all knowledge on the methods developed and being used
will be presented to all partners. Aim is to develop a new concept based on the fundamentals of
these methods.
WP2
o The second WP consists of the development of an internship carousel for pupils to gain practical
work experience as much as possible within a short time period.
o Additional question is: what do the companies need from us to make the internship carousel
work? The development of an additional train-the-trainer programme is being suggested.
o In order to develop such a programme, knowledge on the labour market needs will be necessary.
o Especially in Sicily internships are complex because of the gap between the schools and the
labour market. A connection must be made based upon the needs of the labour market. Gaining
insight in these needs therefore will be an essential first step. The focus of the activities the
coming months will be on making an inventory on these needs in all countries by inviting
companies.
o EEPL has experience with these kind of meetings and will share her knowledge.

WP3
o Within the third WP, a new training centre and evening school concept will be developed.
o Also in this WP, the labour market needs will be the starting point in order to be able to fill the
existing gap.
o The needs and knowledge of the companies must find its way to the school environment. EEPL
has extensive experience on this matter; they have developed a modular training system based
upon the labour market needs.
o EEPL will provide the other partners (in particular MAJORANA) with a survey/questionnaire
they used to make gain insight in the labour market needs.
o EEPL also mentioned the business network it is involved in. They use this network to make a
connection with the companies so a good match can be made between the students and the
companies.
o An additional bottleneck for MAJORANA is the lack of knowledge of the English language,
especially at the local companies. They are not well prepared; their websites are a ‘good’
example. An English training module for companies is being suggested (and considered).
WP4
o The last WP is the development of guidelines for job carving. The principle of job carving is being
explained by SURPLUS and EEPL. EEPL has experience with so called “helper-workers”.
o The experience EEPL already has, will be gathered and presented during the next meeting.

MINUTES DAY 2: Tuesday the 20th of September
The second day started at 09.00hrs at the headquarters of SUPLUS. The morning programme
consisted of a presentation on and discussion of the planned Learning Teaching Training (LTT)
Activities. The first part of the afternoon programme took place at and was prepared by DE WISSEL.
During the second part of the afternoon programme we went to Kaamps in Deuriningen: a farm
where the cheese making process was being demonstrated.
09.00hrs – 11.15hrs: discuss the planned Learning Teaching Training (LTT) Activities
The second day, the focus was on the planned LTT activities between the schools involved. The
presentation is attached. Below, an overview is given of the topics discussed and agreements made.
o

Within HanDS, two types of LTT activities are foreseen: blended mobility of school pupils and
joint staff training events.

o

With regard to the teachers and students involved, partners have agreed upon the following:
o The group of teachers (4 in total per mobility) will different for MAJORANA: the first
group of teachers will not be the same as the second group. This means that in total 8
different teachers from MAJORANA will be involved in the project. This is desirable!
o The group of teachers (4 in total per mobility) will probably be mainly the same for DE
WISSEL since they are less “flexible” compared to MAJORANA.
o Schools together made the decision that all teachers involved (in the first and/or the
second physical LTT mobility) will be involved in the preparation and follow-up of all
mobilities by making use of ICT tools; not only the mobility they are physical involved in.

o

Regarding the MAJORANA teachers that will be involved in the LTT activities, MAJORANA will
provide them (beforehand) with some basic skills on the use of ICT tools, English language and
specific skills on the subjects that will be discussed.

o
o

The first mobility (of pupils and teachers) is planned in April/May 2017 (M7).
During the meeting, the pupils will participate in all regular school activities. The focus of the
teachers will be on the evening school concept MAJORANA has. They will visit the evening school
on business administration (17.00hrs – 22.30hrs) and gain knowledge on the concept (target
group, method of teaching etc.)
Partners have decided that EEPL, because of its specific knowledge on the training centre
concept, will also join one or two meetings by using Skype (or a similar tool). They will provide
information on their concept and especially the ‘chain approach’ they use: direct involvement,
even a long time after a student has finished the training.

o

o

A good preparation will be crucial. For the schools and the teachers and pupils involved, a
Facebook group for the HanDS project will be set up. SURPLUS will take the lead.

o

Also a WhatsApp group will be created in order to ease the communication between the people
involved. At least one month before the mobility takes place (end of March 2017?), both schools
will share the phone numbers of the participants involved.

o

Use of eTwinning: teachers and pupils will make use of eTwinning. MAJORANA will create an
account for the project and add the partners. We have decided to appoint three eTwinning
administrators: Dorotea, Manouk and Kelly.
Once an account has been created, the schools will add the pupils involved. Because of their age,
MAJORANA stipulates that it is important they sign a disclaimer.
More detailed information on eTwinning will be send to DE WISSEL (Mabel) by SURPLUS.

o

Use of Europass. It is important that both schools make arrangements regarding the Europass
documents. E.g. some of the documents must be signed by both headmasters; this must be
arranged before the first mobility takes place. MAJORANA already has experience with Europass.
DE WISSEL (Mabel) and SURPLUS (Kelly) will be in contact to make sure all documents are ready
in time.

o

SURPLUS, being the coordinator of the HanDS project, will join all meetings (monitoring of the
project).

o

Regarding the LTT activities in December 2017, when the pupils and teachers from Sicily will visit
DE WISSEL, MAJORANA would like to know where the pupils and teachers can stay. We have
several options, amongst others at the University of Twente, and have decided to make a final
decision during the next TPM (September 2017 in Germany).

o

Partners have already planned the next TPM in Germany: 25 September 2017 till 27 September
(arrival 24 September, departure 28 September).

11.30hrs – 14.00hrs Visit to and lunch at DE WISSEL
After the presentation at the head office of SURPLUS, we first visited a “work” project in which DE
WISSEL is involved. (Former) students of DE WISSEL are involved in several activities at this location
to gain work-experience and (remain) daily structure. Also people with a long distance to the labour
market are being placed at his location by the government. This means different target groups are
being combined.
After visiting this project, we went to the new location of DE WISSEL. The students prepared a lunch
and DE WISSEL (Mabel and Sander) informed all partners about the school and the way the school
works. The presentation used is attached. After the lunch they provided us with a tour at their great
new school.
14.30hrs – 16.30hrs Visit to Deurningen (Kaamps)
The last part of the programme had a more informal character: we visited Kaamps in Deurningen.
This unique cheese factory showed us around to experience what the traditional Dutch cheese
making process is all about!

MINUTES DAY 3: Wednesday the 21st of September
The last day of the TPM, partners talked about the project management and implementation
activities that need to be carried out and together evaluated the first TPM. The presentation is
attached. Below, an overview is given of the topics discussed and agreements made.
o

Brochure/flyer – M1: as agreed SURPLUS will set up the first flyer in which the aims, foreseen
activities and desired impact are being summarized (in English). All partners can use this flyer to
inform relevant stakeholders. MAJORANA suggests to make use of Publisher.

o

Project website/Logo/Social media – M2: SURPLUS has already created a draft website for the
HanDS project. The link to this page is: http://erasmushands.wixsite.com/hands. A new domain
will be created once the website is ready to be launched.
The website has a public and private part. The ‘Downloads’ section is a private part for the
partners. The password is: erasmushands. In this section you can find a.o. the power point
presentations used for the first TPM.
SURPLUS will set up a Facebook page for the project as well as an Instagram account to provide a
regular update on the project activities.
In the dissemination we would also like to use ‘100 second videos’. MAJORANA suggests to make
use of Animoto.

o
o

o

Quality assurance plan – M3: In order to be able to ensure that an integrated quality approach is
built into all project elements and activities, a quality assurance plan will be created at the start
of the project. SURPLUS will set up a first draft.

o

Newsletter/press release – M4: MAJORANA has the intention to invite the chamber of
commerce of Sicily. By means of a short meeting they would like to inform them as well as the
local media about the project. SURPLUS and DE WISSEL will discuss foreseen press releases and,
if possible, create joint articles/newsletters. EEPL has a good relation, regarding the
dissemination activities, with the state of Brandenburg. They will use this network to spread the
results.

o

Risk mitigation plan – M5. Managing risks will include risk assessment (risk identification and
evaluation) and a mitigation strategy for those risks. EEPL will provide SUPRLUS with a template
so a first concept can be made in the fifth month.

o

Dissemination and exploitation plan – M6. During a work visit to EEPL, which is planned by
SURPLUS and DE WISSEL in December 2016, the outline for the dissemination and exploitation
plan will be discussed as well as the specific role of each partner.

o

Key group: last but not least, partners have decided to appoint a key-group for the HanDS
project in which one contact person from each organisation will take place. Aim is to form a
group that is able to make fast decisions if necessary and to discuss practical questions with. The
HanDS key-group consists of:
o Mabel Lengton (DE WISSEL)
o Gabi Witschorke (EEPL)
o Dorotea Caldarella (MAJORANA)
o Kelly Walraven (SURPLUS)

Evaluation of the first TPM
EEPL: most important goal is to share all knowledge and practical experience that is available at the
partner organisations so new concepts can be developed. EEPL appreciates the friendly setting of the
meeting. The school visit was very interesting to them. Learning by exploring all possibilities!
DE WISSEL: this project is the first ERASMUS project for DE WISSEL. They were very proud to show
their school and their new location and look forward to the LTT activities planned early 2017. DE
WISSEL emphasizes that it is very important that every partner has a role/share in all of the work
packages, because of their specific background.
SURPLUS: this first TPM shows that the structure of the meeting forms a good basis for the next
TPM’s. More concrete: a morning programme that has a more formal character (presentations on
the project and progress of the work packages) and an afternoon programme that focuses on the
cultural aspects of the country that is being visited and the daily work. During the next TPM in
Germany SURPLUS would like to give a short presentation on the “new” organisation structure.
MAJORANA: also MAJORANA thought the first TPM was very interesting (good experience). The visit
to DE WISSEL was an enrichment (it opened their eyes!); the school system of DE WISSEL has many
aspects that could be of great value for MAJORANA. For example the integration of students with
lower possibilities; the Italian system lacks this. MAJORANA is also very interested in the experience
EEPL has regarding the knowledge on and the connection with the labour market as well as the way
they cope with internships. Overall: they felt at home at SURPLUS and thanked SURPLUS for the
support during the preparation of the first TPM. For MAJORANA it is very important that they involve
many colleagues in the activities, also to secure that the gained knowledge and output will be
embedded within the school organisation and system.

News item placed on website of Stichting Surplus and Facebook page
SUCCESVOLLE EERSTE TRANSNATIONALE MEETING BIJ SURPLUS!
Vanuit het subsidieprogramma ERASMUS+ zijn we deze week met onze partners uit Nederland, Italie
en Duitsland gestart met ons Europese samenwerkingsproject HanDS!
Ambitie is om samen – op basis van alle kennis en kunde – innovatieve meet- en matchmethoden én
stage- en trainingsconcepten te ontwikkelen waarmee we het ‘gat’ tussen het praktijkonderwijs en
de arbeidsmarkt kunnen dichten.
Binnen HanDS werken twee scholen en twee werkontwikkelingsorganisaties samen:
- Vakschool Het Diekman
- Istituto Superiore Majorana (Sicilie)
- Stichting Surplus
- Entwicklungsgesellschaft Energiepark Lausitz GmbH (Duitsland)

Print screen of news item on Facebook page of Surplus

Article sent to the local newspaper (TC Tubantia) by DE WISSEL

1st Transnational Project Meeting: TPM1 (3)
AGENDA 19-22 SEPTEMBER
o Monday the 19th
o Morning program: Discuss the defined Work Packages and Activities and Intellectual
Outputs
o Afternoon program: Visit to SURPLUS’ work projects at ‘de Forelderij’ and ‘Zenderen’

o Tuesday the 20th
o Morning program: Discuss the planned Learning Teaching Training (LTT) Activities
o Afternoon program: Visit to DE WISSEL.

o Wednesday the 21st
o Morning program: Discuss the project management and implementation activities
o Afternoon program: Visit to KAAMPS in Deurningen.

LOGO HANDS

PROJECT NUMBER:
2016-1-NL01-KA201-022904

The current economic climate in Europe
contributes that youth unemployment in
recent years has increased. In Sicily the
rate of youth unemployment is over 50%
and for pupils out of the practical
education the numbers are even higher.
Mismatches between education curricula
and labour market needs increase the risk
of educational failure and early school
leaving as pupils lack prospects within
their chosen educational pathway.
AIM OF THE HANDS PROJECT
Aim of the HanDS project is to develop an
integrated innovative approach to prevent
current pupils to be unemployed and get
stuck at home, and to reengage people in
education and training who have had their
education interrupted due to various
reasons.
Objectives are the development of:
 a measuring system to categorize pupils
and job seekers in order to offer them
the rightful attention and guidance.
 a suitable employment/internship
programme for pupils to gain as much as
possible practice work experience in a
short period as possible (internship
carousel).
 a connection between the (warm)
school and the (cold) labour market
through the development of two new
school environments: a labour-based
training centre and a labour-based
evening school.
 web based “guidelines” based on the job
carving principle.
OUR PARTNERSHIP
In order to reach this aim, secondary schools
from The Netherlands (DE WISSEL) and Sicily
(MAJORANA) decided to join forces.
Although schools play an important role in
addressing these problems they cannot and
should not work in isolation. These problems
need an integrated.
Therefore two work development
organisations with a direct link to the labour
market were added to the consortium:
SURPLUS (The Netherlands) and EEPL
(Germany).

PROJECT ACRONYM:
HanDS
PROJECT TITLE:
Development of an integrated
innovative approach – consisting of a
right mixture of prevention,
intervention and compensation
measures – to fill the gap between lowlevel secondary or vocational education
and the labour market.
THE WORKPACKAGES
The HanDS partners have structured the project
into a number of Work Packages that are all
connected to each other. The starting point of
all activities are the labour market needs.
From an education point of view, these needs
will be translated into the Internship carousel
(WP2). In case pupils are not successful in this
carousel they have the opportunity to gain
additional competences in the Labour-based
training centre (WP3).
From a labour point of view, the labour market
needs will be translated into the Web-based
guidelines (WP4). In case former pupils/job
seekers are missing essential competences,
they can be trained in the Labour-based
evening school (WP3).
The Measurement system (WP1) that will be
developed, can be used in all phases of the
HanDS project to assess the strengths and
weaknesses of pupils and job seekers and
monitor the progress made.

PARTNERS:
 Stichting Surplus
 Het Stedelijk Lyceum, De Wissel
 Istituto d'Istruzione Superiore
Majorana
 Entwicklungsgesellschaft
Energiepark Lausitz GmbH
PROJECT PERIOD:
01-09-2016 – 31-08-2019
LEARNING, TEACHNING & TRAINING
ACTIVITIES
Within HanDS, four blended mobility
activities and four short training events for
education staff will be organised.
Specific added value of the blended
mobility possibility is that a short visit can
be combined with the use of virtual
mobility. This will offer the pupils with
special needs and fewer opportunities the
chance to take part in the joint project
work within HanDS.

Erasmus+ KA2
Strategic Partnerships
HanDS 2016–2019
Transnational Project Meeting (TPM 1): Kick-off meeting at Stichting Surplus
19 – 21 September 2016

Welcome HanDS project partners!
Stichting Surplus (SURPLUS)
Het Stedelijk Lyceum locatie De Wissel (DE WISSEL)

Istituto d’Istruzione Superiore Majorana (MAJORANA)

Entwicklungsgesellschaft Energiepark Lausitz GmbH (EEPL)

1st Transnational Project Meeting: TPM1 (1)
“The TPM’s will be used for coordination and implementation purposes.”
MAIN TOPICS:
o Work Packages and Activities within these packages to be executed:
•
•
•
•

WP1: Aim at Work
WP2: Hands at Work
WP3: Get Linked
WP4: Carf the Carving

o Intellectual Outputs
o Planned Learning Teaching Training (LTT) Activities

1st Transnational Project Meeting: TPM1 (2)
MAIN TOPICS REGARDING PROJECT MANAGEMENT/IMPLEMENTATION:
o Brochure/Flyer (M1)
o Project website, logo and social media (M2)
o Newsletter/Press release (M4)
o Quality assurance plan (M3)
o Risk mitigation plan (M5)
o Dissemination and exploitation plan (M6)
o Sustainability Plan (M7) and Dissemination activities (start: M7)
o Progress report (M9)

1st Transnational Project Meeting: TPM1 (3)
AGENDA 19-22 SEPTEMBER
o Monday the 19th
o Morning program: Discuss the defined Work Packages and Activities and Intellectual
Outputs
o Afternoon program: Visit to SURPLUS’ work projects at ‘de Forelderij’ and ‘Zenderen’

o Tuesday the 20th
o Morning program: Discuss the planned Learning Teaching Training (LTT) Activities
o Afternoon program: Visit to DE WISSEL.

o Wednesday the 21st
o Morning program: Discuss the project management and implementation activities
o Afternoon program: Visit to KAAMPS in Deurningen.

Monday the 19th of September
MORNING PROGRAM: Discuss the Work Packages and Activities, and Intellectual Outputs.
AFTERNOON PROGRAM: Visit to SURPLUS’ work projects at de Forelderij and Zenderen.

WHAT? The HanDS objective
OBJECTIVE:
Development of an integrated innovative approach to prevent current pupils
to be unemployed and get stuck at home, and to reengage people in
education and training who have had their education interrupted due to
various reasons.
INTEGRATED TRANSITION CONCEPT:
Aim is to improve the transition from education to employment.
The labour market needs are the starting point of all developments foreseen;
a sustainable labour market is the aim.

HOW? The HanDS Work Packages
WORK PACKAGES WITHIN HANDS:
o WP1 Aim at Work
 Measurement system
o WP2 Hands at Work
 Internship carousel
 Labour-based Training centre & Evening school
o WP3 Get Linked
 Web-based guidelines
o WP4 Carf the Carving
o WP5 Project management
o WP6 Dissemination and exploitation

The HanDS Work Packages connected

Work Package 1: Aim at Work (1)
WORK PACKAGE LEADER:
SURPLUS
WORK PACKAGE OBJECTIVE:
Development of a measuring system, according to the STEM principle, to
categorize pupils and job seekers in order to offer them the rightful
attention and guidance.

Work Package 1: Aim at Work (2)
ACTIVITIES WITHIN WP1:
o Execution of research on MOW and Presentis measurement methods and
My Future as well as the STEM principle.
o Set up technical and functional specifications.
o Development of concept measurement method and prototype measuring
system.
o Testing and fine-tuning of developed prototype.
o Development of a final measuring system.

Work Package 1: Aim at Work (3)
INDICATORS OF ACHIEVEMENT & ACTIVITIES WP1
o Internal “staff” pilot: measurement system will be tested by selection of
internal staff members.
o Internal “pupil/job seeker” pilot: system will be tested by involved
teachers and counsellors. System will be used on 5 pupils and 5 job seekers
(the test group) to assess their strengths and weaknesses according to
STEM.
o External “pupil/job seeker” pilot: the test group will be tested externally.
The company that provides the internship/job will execute the
measurement; external results will be compared to internal results.

Work Package 2: Hands at Work (1)
WORK PACKAGE LEADER:
DE WISSEL
WORK PACKAGE OBJECTIVE:
Development of a suitable employment/internship programme for pupils to
gain as much as possible practice work experience in a short period as
possible (internship carousel).

Work Package 2: Hands at Work (2)
ACTIVITIES WITHIN WP2:
o Partners will start with the execution of a needs assessment on what
businesses can offer and need regarding internships.
o Execution of a literature study and analysis of current internships as well as
supporting methods (such as strength-oriented competence balance).
o Set up of specifications and requirements.
o Development of a concept internship programme.
o Testing of concept, analysis of test results and fine-tuning of programme.
o Development of final internship carousel.

Work Package 2: Hands at Work (3)
INDICATORS OF ACHIEVEMENT & ACTIVITIES WP2
o Internship carousel programme: 4 internships in 3 months (3 weeks within
the same company).
o Demonstration pilot with duration of 6 months: execution of 2 full-scale
tests:
o First (internally oriented) phase: 10 pupils will be placed in 4 different work-projects
at SURPLUS for a period of 3 months.
o Second (externally oriented) phase: 10 pupils will be placed in 4 different companies
for a period of 3 months.

o Indicators of achievement are a.o. satisfaction rate of professionals and
positive feedback from pupils.

Work Package 3: Get Linked (1)
WORK PACKAGE LEADER:
MAJORANA
WORK PACKAGE OBJECTIVE:
Creation of a connection between the (warm) school and the (cold) labour
market through the development of two (new) school environments: a
labour-based training centre and a labour-based evening school.

Work Package 3: Get Linked (2)
ACTIVITIES WITHIN WP3:
o Execution of a needs assessment on target group and the labour market:
what is needed regarding training modules and competences?
o Analyse existing knowledge on different kinds of training centres, evening
school concepts, early professional orientation and integration chains.
o Set up of specifications and requirements.
o Development of a labour-based training centre pilot (training programme
including facilities) and evening school pilot, both on demonstration scale.
o Testing of concept
o Development of final training centre and evening school

Work Package 3: Get Linked (3)
INDICATORS OF ACHIEVEMENT & ACTIVITIES WP3
o Demonstration of labour based training centre and evening school will start
with baseline measurement
o Training centre:
o Measurement after 6 and 12 months on training centre level and individual level (10
pupils).
o Indicators of achievement: competences, labour-technical skills, outflow of pupils.

o Evening school:
o Measurement after 6 and 12 months.
o Partners will use labour-related information gathered in after-care monitor that
follows a pupil for 2 years (include 10 pupils).
o Social component will be measured by means of satisfaction survey.

Work Package 4: Carf the Carving (1)
WORK PACKAGE LEADER:
EEPL
WORK PACKAGE OBJECTIVE:
Development of web based “guidelines” based on the job carving principle.

Work Package 4: Carf the Carving (2)
ACTIVITIES WITHIN WP4:
o Market research to gain insight in market demand and analysis of needs as
well ass the capacities of the target group.
o Execution of research on job carving method and similar principles (such as
Industrial Worker 2.0) and analysis of good practices.
o Set up requirements and functional and technical specifications.
o Development of web based guidelines based on the job carving principle.
o Testing of concept, analysis of test results and fine-tuning guidelines.
o Development of final web based guidelines.

Work Package 4: Carf the Carving (4)
INDICATORS OF ACHIEVEMENT & ACTIVITIES WP4
o Companies in network of partners will be asked to test the guidelines:
o Register the functions available within the company (aim: 25 functions)
o Guidelines will decompose these functions into different profiles (tasks)
o Profiles will be matched with job-seeker database (their specific STEM competences)
o Matches will be discussed and trail period will start
o Trail will be evaluated by means of evaluation interview

o Indicators of achievement are a.o. satisfaction rate of companies (ease of
use, accessibility), amount of successful matches (min. of 9), period
between registration and trail (max. 3 months) and positive feedback from
job seekers.

Intellectual Outputs: WP1
OUTPUT TITLE:
AIM AT WORK (O1)
OUTPUT DESCRIPTION:
A measuring system according to the STEM principle to categorize pupils and
job seekers in order to offer them the rightful attention and guidance.
MEDIA(S):
Software, Database and Workspace

Intellectual Outputs: WP2
OUTPUT TITLE:
HANDS AT WORK (O2)
OUTPUT DESCRIPTION:
A suitable employment/internship programme for pupils to gain as much as
possible practical work experience in a short period as possible (internship
carousel).
MEDIA(S):
Internet, Database, Network and Website

Intellectual Outputs: WP3
OUTPUT TITLE:
GET LINKED (O3)
OUTPUT DESCRIPTION:
A connection between the (warm) school and (cold) labour market through
the development of two (new) school environments: a labour-based training
centre and a labour-based evening school.
MEDIA(S):
Workspace, Paper brochures and Website.

Intellectual Outputs: WP4
OUTPUT TITLE:
CARF THE CARVING (O4)
OUTPUT DESCRIPTION:
Web based ‘guidelines’ based on the job carving principle.
MEDIA(S):
Database, Network, Website, Internet.

ARE THERE ANY QUESTIONS?

LET’S VISIT
SURPLUS’ WORK PROJECTS!

Erasmus+ KA2
Strategic Partnerships
HanDS 2016–2019
Transnational Project Meeting (TPM 1): Kick-off meeting at Stichting Surplus
19 – 21 September 2016

Tuesday the 20th of September
MORNING PROGRAM: Discuss the planned Learning Teaching Training (LTT) Activities
AFTERNOON PROGRAM: Visit to DE WISSEL

Learning/Teaching/Training Activities
Strategic Partnerships may also organize transnational Learning, Training and
Teaching Activities (LTT Activities) of individuals, in so far as they bring
added value in the achievement of the project's objectives.
TYPES OF LTT ACTIVITIES WITHIN HANDS
o BLENDED MOBILITY OF SCHOOL PUPILS
o JOINT STAFF TRAINING EVENTS*
*The joint staff training events will be linked to and combined with the ‘blended
mobility activities’ organized.

Added value of LTT Activities
THE ADDED VALUE OF THE LTT ACTIVITIES WITHIN HANDS
o Short visits can be combined with the use of virtual mobility. This offers
pupils with special needs and fewer opportunities the chance to take part
in the project.
o By means of visits of pupils and teachers, the activities executed within the
WP’s can be discussed, tested and adjusted if necessary.
o The exchange activities aim to change the mind-set of the pupils and staff
(most pupils have not looked further than their own environment).
o During the visit, the pupils and teachers get acquainted with other
cultures, another environment and another language. It will broaden their
scope.

Blended mobility of school pupils (1)
DEFINITION ACCORDING TO PROGRAMME GUIDE
“Activities that combine one or more short periods of physical mobility with
virtual mobility (i.e. the use of ICT such as collaborative workspaces, live
streaming, videoconferencing, social media, etc.) to complement or prolong
the learning outcomes of physical mobility.
It can be used to prepare, support and follow up physical mobility. It can
also be organized to address people with special needs or with fewer
opportunities to help them overcome the barriers to long-term physical
mobility.”

Blended mobility of school pupils (2)
ACTIVITY DESCRIPTION WITHIN HANDS

The blended mobility activities within HanDS combine a short period of
physical mobility with virtual mobility, to address to the target group: people
with special needs and fewer opportunities.
The schools within HanDS will organize 4 blended mobility activities:
o 2 activities in Sicily (M7 and M21)
o M7: March 2017
o M21: May 2018

o 2 activities in the Netherlands (M15 and M29)
o M15: November 2017
o M29: January 2019

Blended mobility of school pupils (3)
DURATION OF PHYSICAL MOBILITY ACTIVITY
Taking into account the possibilities of the pupils and the mobility
experiences of the schools with these pupils, partners have decided that the
duration must be limited to one week (7 days).
NUMBERS OF PUPILS AND ACCOMPANYING PERSONS
During each blended mobility activity, 17 pupils will be accompanied by 4
teachers on their visit. In total this means (also regarding the budget):
- 4 visits – 68 pupils – 16 teachers – 28 days -

Blended mobility of school pupils (4)
VIRTUAL MOBILITY ACTIVITIES
Idea is to use social media, videoconferencing and eTwinning to prepare and
follow up the physical mobility activities:
o PREPARATION: pupils will use the ICT tools mentioned to already meet with
the pupils abroad and exchange ideas and expectations, and to gain and
share information about the country, school, language, local habits etc.
o FOLLOW-UP: pupils will use ICT tools to share the learning outcomes with
each other and the way they continue (monitoring) the activities back at
their own school.

Blended mobility of school pupils (5)
PHYSICAL MOBILITY ACTIVITIES
Pupils and teachers will execute together with the local pupils and teachers
joint project work directly linked to the aims of the HanDS WP’s.
FOR EXAMPLE:
During the visits in M7 and M15 the pupils and teachers will gain practical knowledge
and experience on the evening school concept and laborational method of teaching.
The gained knowledge will be incorporated in the development of the pilot (WP3).

BESIDES: during the visits pupils and teachers can acquire and improve skills
on intercultural learning, social relations and even practice foreign language.

Blended mobility of school pupils (6)
PHYSICAL MOBILITY ACTIVITIES
Since the HanDS project will be, regarding the visits in M21 and M29, in
another development stage (compared to M7 and M15), the focus will be of a
different kind:
During the visits in M21 and M29, all pupils and teachers will be involved in the
actual development and demonstration phase of the concepts. By means of
assignments related to these phases – such as small scale experiments and practical
workshops – experience and feedback will be gained. Feedback will be used to finetune the concepts developed.

Use of eTwinning
WHAT IS eTWINNING? eTwinning promotes school collaboration and school
networking in Europe through the use of ICT.
HOW CAN IT BE USED WITHIN HANDS?
o The pupils and teachers can use eTwinning to support the implementation
of the project: to work together before (e.g. in setting up the program)
and after the exchange (regarding the evaluation and follow-up).
o The eTwinning platform can also be used to reach the large European
network of teachers. This virtual cooperation platform can be used to share
experiences, start discussions, involve other teachers/schools and enrich
one’s professional development.

Joint staff training events (1)
DEFINITION ACCORDING TO PROGRAMME GUIDE
“Joint staff training events allow the participating organizations to organize
short training events for education and training staff linked to the topic or
scope of the Strategic Partnership. These should be organized for small
groups of staff from different countries in order to maximize the impact on
each participating organization.
They can have various formats, i.e. study visits combining on-site visits to
relevant organizations, presentations, discussion workshops, training
courses, etc. A balance should be kept between the participation of
transnational and national participants.”

Joint staff training events (2)
ACTIVITY DESCRIPTION WITHIN HANDS

Short training events for education staff linked to the project will be
organized. These events will be linked to and combined with the blended
mobility activities organized.
The schools within HanDS will organize 4 joint staff training events:
o 2 events in Sicily (M7 and M21)
o M7: March 2017
o M21: May 2018

o 2 events in the Netherlands (M15 and M29)
o M15: November 2017
o M29: January 2019

Joint staff training events (3)
DURATION OF JOINT STAFF TRAINING EVENT
Since these events will be combined with the blended mobility activities, the
duration will also be 7 days.
NUMBER OF EDUCATION STAFF
The education staff that will join the training events will also be
accompanying the pupils during the blended mobility activity.
This means that the 16 accompanying teachers will be the same staff
members that will be participating in the training events.

Joint staff training events (4)
THE FIRST TRAINING EVENT (M7)
o 4 education staff members of DE WISSEL will visit MAJORANA.
o Aim is to:
o discuss the needs assessment, literature study and research executed in the WP’s
through presentations and brainstorm-sessions.
o determine the outline regarding the specifications.
o experience what the day-to-day work at MAJORANA looks like. Special attention goes
to the evening courses and different internships that MAJORANA offers.

o If possible the group will carry out on-site visits to relevant organizations.
o Staff will exchange knowledge on professionalized way of teaching at
MAJORANA.

Joint staff training events (5)
THE SECOND TRAINING EVENT (M15)
o 4 education staff members of MAJORANA will visit DE WISSEL.
o Aim is to:
o Discuss the progress made so far and share the first outcomes arriving from the
development of the concepts.
o MAJORANA staff will gain knowledge on and experience the practical training and
individual approach DE WISSEL offers.
o All staff involved in this event will visit the involved employees from SURPLUS and the
Work Projects SURPLUS offers.

o De Forelderij can serve as a location where the education staff can share
knowledge through presentations and workshops.

Joint staff training events (6)
THE THIRD TRAINING EVENT (M21)
o 4 education staff members of DE WISSEL will visit MAJORANA.
o Aim is to:
o Discuss the first outcomes of the demonstration phase.
o Discuss the bottlenecks that came across.
o By means of assignments related to these phases – such as small scale
experiments and practical workshops – experience and feedback will be
gained.
o Feedback will be used to fine-tune the concepts developed.

Joint staff training events (7)
THE FINAL TRAINING EVENT (M29)
o 4 education staff members of MAJORANA will visit DE WISSEL.
o During the final stage of the project, focus will be on the demonstration
and development of the final concepts.
o Learning outcomes will be gathered and shared.
o Also the dissemination activities that will be executed in the final stage
will be discussed.

Recognition/validation of learning outcomes
EUROPASS
o HanDS will make use of Europass: a new way or clearly stating people’s
skills.
o Europass consists of five documents:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Curriculum Vitae
Language Passport
Europass Mobility
Certificate Supplement (vocational and training)
Diploma Supplement (for higher education degrees)

Recognition/validation of learning outcomes
1 AND 2: CURRICULUM VITAE & LANGUAGE PASSPORT
o Freely accessible
o In each of the transnational meetings and pupils exchange meetings, partners will
dedicate a session to the completion of both documents by teachers taking part.

3-5: OTHER DOCUMENTS
1. Europass Mobility: records knowledge/skills acquired in another European
country by the pupils
2. Certificate Supplement: provides foreign employers and institutions with
unofficial information, the level of certificate and entry requirements to other
education.
3. Diploma Supplement: not relevant for HanDS

First blended mobility activity and joint staff
training event (M7)
The first visit (blended mobility activity and joint staff training event) is
planned in M7: around March 2017.
Idea is to discuss the concept program and agenda during this TPM. This
concept will be discussed with the pupils and teachers involved in the first
exchange so it can be adjusted if necessary.
o Can we already plan an exact date?
o What about the program and draft agenda?
o What are your expectations of this first visit?
o What will be the main topics to be discussed?
o What are the desired results?

ARE THERE ANY QUESTIONS?

LET’S VISIT DE WISSEL!
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Wednesday the 21st of
September
MORNING PROGRAM: Discuss the main topics regarding project management and
implementation
AFTERNOON PROGRAM: Visit to Kaamps in Deurningen

PROJECT MANAGEMENT/IMPLEMENTATION
MAIN TOPICS REGARDING PROJECT MANAGEMENT/IMPLEMENTATION:
o Brochure/Flyer (M1)
o Project website, logo and social media (M2)
o Quality assurance plan (M3)
o Newsletter/Press release (M4)
o Risk mitigation plan (M5)
o Dissemination and exploitation plan (M6)
o Sustainability Plan (M7) and Dissemination activities (start: M7)
o Progress report (M9)

BROCHURE/FLYER-M1
o Brochures, flyers and newsletters will be created by ALL PARTNERS to
inform the stakeholders.
o In the first instance, these documents will be spread digitally; if desirable
they will be printed and distributed.
o Brochures and flyers will be set up at the beginning of the project to
summarize the aims, activities foreseen and desired impact…
o …and at the end of the project to inform about the end results,
dissemination activities and adaptation/implementation possibilities.

PROJECT WEBSITE/LOGO/SOCIAL MEDIA-M2 (1)
o In the first two months of the project, a project website (including an .eu
extension) will be developed on which the project can be showcased.
o Website will consist of a private and public part: the private part is only
viewable for the partner organisations involved (by means of a password).
o Partners also intend to make use of social media channels (Facebook,
Instagram) to provide a regular update on project activities.
o SURPLUS will be responsible for the development and technical
management of the website and social media and for the development of
the project logo.

PROJECT WEBSITE/LOGO/SOCIAL MEDIA-M2 (2)
We have already set up a first
draft of the website.
http://erasmushands.wixsite.com/hands

PROJECT WEBSITE/LOGO/SOCIAL MEDIA-M2 (3)
o The project website and social media channels will be used to inform a
wide audience.
o We will not only use written text and photographs but also make use of
Infographic and “100 second videos”. We will ensure that the embed-code
is visible and social media buttons will be added.
o Regarding the “100 second videos” the idea is to:
o ask individuals and organisations directly involved, to share their experiences
within a short time frame.
o make a compilation of the companies visited during the internship carousel.

QUALITY ASSURANCE PLAN-M3
o In order to be able to ensure that an integrated quality approach is built
into all project elements and activities, a quality assurance plan will be
created at the start of the project.
o This quality plan will describe the evaluation requirements which will cover
both the evaluation of the project itself as well as the evaluation of the
results and the processes of the HanDS project.
o The aim plan is to set out the quality criteria and requirements for the
activities under each WP. This will make clear indications about which
activities are considered important to the success and quality of the
project outcomes.

NEWSLETTER/PRESS RELEASE-M4
o The newsletters (once a quarter) will summarize the
progress of the project and project highlights.
o The press (local newspapers, sector related magazines)
will be informed about the project and the activities
executed. Press releases offer one of the most efficient
and effective ways to disseminate information. They will
inform the general public and relevant stakeholders
about the results and impact.
o By means of press releases, partners also aim to reach
new sectors.

RISK MITIGATION PLAN-M5
o Managing risks will include risk assessment (risk identification and
evaluation) and a mitigation strategy for those risks.
o Each Work Package Leader will develop a mitigation plan for the identified
risks within their WP.
o For other risks that are more general in nature (such as schedule, scope or
cost) the Project Coordinator will be responsible for defining the mitigation
plan.
o The overall management of the risks is a task that belongs to the Project
Coordinator since he also has the responsibility for monitoring project
progress.

DISSEMINATION & EXPLOITATION PLAN-M6 (1)
o Within HanDS EEPL is the dissemination and exploitation coordinator.
o EEPL is responsible for overall coordination because of its experience.
o EEPL has a broad network in direct region and across Europe:
o Oscar-Kjellberg-Oberschule in Finsterwalde
o Ministry of State Brandenburg and network from metal processing industry
o Involvement in various European collaboration projects

o Although EEPL is the WP leader, the responsibility for implementation will
be shared among all partners.

DISSEMINATION & EXPLOITATION PLAN-M6 (2)
o A detailed dissemination and exploitation plan will be set up in the first six
months of the project.
o In the dissemination and exploitation plan the why, what, how, when, to
whom and where will be described.
o This plan will also describe in detail the communication with the different
stakeholders.
o Every partner has a specific role in the dissemination; the roles will be
defined beforehand in the dissemination plan.

SUSTAINABILITY PLAN-M7
DISSEMINATION ACTIVITIES-start M7
o Partners will set up a sustainability plan to ensure that the project’s
activities, outcomes and impact will be continued and used after the
Erasmus+ funding has finished.
o Factors that will be taken into account when setting up this plan are:
o the quality of the project design: assure that the project keeps meeting educational
and business needs
o the involvement of the project partners: create sense of ownership and motivation
o effective coordination
o active involvement of the target audiences during the entire project
o securing adequate resources for continuation, e.g. seeking alternative sources of
finance and, if possible, making parts of the project self-sufficient

PROGRESS REPORT-M9
o The Erasmus+ agency will receive progress reports, an interim report and a
final report in which the progress of the project and the results will be
described.
o DE WISSEL and MAJORANA will take the lead with regard to the interim,
progress and final reports that need to be set up. The teachers/educational
staff directly involved will be responsible.
o Each Work Package Leader will be responsible for providing the Project
Coordinator with relevant information regarding the progress of their WP.
o The Project Coordinator will submit the reports to the Erasmus+ agency.

ARE THERE ANY QUESTIONS?

LET’S VISIT KAAMPS!
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AFTERNOON PROGRAM: Visit to SURPLUS’ work projects at de Forelderij and Zenderen.
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AFTERNOON PROGRAM: Visit to DE WISSEL
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